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Quick Start Injection Molding

target group

required knowledge

method

data format

hybrid option

certificate

individual option

Kontakt glad to answer your questions::
Elke Suhl
+49 (0) 9334 976 9010
e.suhl@tech2know.de

entry level beginners
development / sales / purchasing /

administration / production / quality

none

elearning - WBT

▪ SCORM 1.2
▪ All learning videos are embedded as a link via a streaming platform.
Course integration with external systems has been successfully achieved with numerous LMSs.

elearning content

Blended learning is considered the most effective form of learning. Therefore, accompany 
your employees in the processing of the Tech2Know e-learning courses with in-depth events.

Tech2Know trainers are happy to provide this support in the form of hybrid training courses.

chap. 1: Introduction: Plastics & Plastics technology
chap. 2: Injection molding introduction: Machine & Process
chap. 3: Introduction: Mold technology
chap. 4: How the plastics melt flows: Injection phase
chap. 5: How the molded part is formed: Solidification phase
chap. 6: How is the molding process set up?
chap. 7: Typical injection molding defects
chap. 8: Design principles for molded plastics parts
chap. 9: Summary & Technical terms
chap.10: Final test

after successful completion of the training and the final test
you will receive your certificate

The learning content can be extended, changed and individually configured according to your 
ideas. An integration of your corporate design is also possible.

price individual according to offer

languages english / german
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process We discuss together which content you want to use internally for which goals and over which 
period of time. In parallel, we send you a test course with which we test the SCORM interface to 
your LMS. 
Based on your ideas and the SCORM test, we determine the amount of work required to modify and 
configure the elearning courses. You will receive a qualified offer for the required work and the 
desired duration of use. 
If you accept the offer, we implement all the agreed modifications at short notice and send you the 
desired SCORM package. You integrate the course into your LMS and test all functions. If the tests 
are successful, you are ready to go! You assign the course to the appropriate people and monitor 
the learning progress according to your internal processes.
If you have opted for hybrid training, we start the training measure with a joint kickoff and define 
the rest of the process there.

Tech2Know elearnings for your LMS, for your internal academy

Rental conditions ▪ The rental conditions are governed by our offer and the order confirmation.
▪ The customer named in the order confirmation receives a simple, non-exclusive and non-transferable right to use the learning content 

provided for the employees of his company for the rental period stated in the order confirmation.
▪ The Tech2Know elearning courses may only be used for training employees of the company authorized to use them in the order 

confirmation. Subletting or reselling or any other use of the Tech2Know elearning courses beyond the form specified in the order 
confirmation is expressly prohibited.

▪ Any decoding, modification, customization, reprogramming or any other form of alteration of the provided learning content and SCORM 
packages is not permitted.

▪ All learning content is presented with the utmost care and to the best of our knowledge. 
Thornagel GmbH however assumes no liability for damages resulting from the use of the presented 
learning content.

Benefits for companies - Increased efficiency in training and personnel development processes 
- Internal tracking of training and learning successes 
- Acceleration of onboarding processes 
- Extension of elearning methods to specialist/technical topics
- Extension of elearning methods to industrial employees (shop-floor-level)
- Increased acceptance of your elearning platform
- Stimulation and acceleration of innovation and optimization processes
- Strengthening of your employer brand and the satisfaction of your employees

Do you already know the Tech2Know Google reviews and our customer references on www.tech2know.de?
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